The provider network platform  
bridging the gap between providers  
and payer operations
Provider operations, your way


Transform provider operations with a provider network management
platform that dramatically improves established workflows to reduce
the time you spend on administrative tasks, decrease turnaround
times, and improve provider satisfaction when credentialing existing
and new networks.  

By reducing the operational and administrative burden, you can
increase satisfaction and efficiency—for both your team and providers.

250,000

administrative hours saved


Fortify existing workflows through nearly  
real-time automated PSVs

3 days


Solve credentialing challenges with  
a partner you can trust


2.5x faster

Reduce manual verifications, enable data continuity, and utilize on-demand
verification requests to scale your network and manage your ever-evolving
provider directories with greater efficiency, frequency, and reliability. Leverage
configurable integrations with dozens of key PSV endpoints to ensure the
provider data you request is accessible, accurate, and usable by the teams
that need it most.

Optimize your network with self-serve credentialing solutions powered by
PSV automation or utilize our CVO services that encompass everything from
provider onboarding to committee management to reduce administrative
burden, turnaround times, and costs.


Get peace of mind with real-time,  
ongoing monitoring

Ensure your providers remain compliant with around-the-clock license and
certifications monitoring. Receive automated alerts any time there is a change
in status—including sanctions and disciplinary actions.


Track how your providers are progressing toward their
continuing education requirements
View requirements by profession and state, track required CEs, manage  
cross-state CEs, and more.
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About Medallion

Medallion is the first solution for healthcare
companies to transform provider operations  
in one modern platform. Its comprehensive
product suite includes cross-state licensing,
license renewal, continuing education (CE)
tracking, payer enrollment, primary source
verifications, self-serve credentialing, CVO
credentialing, ongoing monitoring, and more.   
hello@medallion.co | www.medallion.co 
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